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A Formal Proof of a Paradox Associated with Cohen’s Kappa
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Abstract: Suppose two judges each classify a group of objects into one of sev-
eral nominal categories. It has been observed in the literature that, for fixed ob-
served agreement between the judges, Cohen’s kappa penalizes judges with similar
marginals compared to judges who produce different marginals. This paper presents
a formal proof of this phenomenon.
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Marginal homogeneity; Marginal asymmetry.
1. Introduction
The kappa statistic introduced by Cohen (1960) can be used as a de-
scriptive measure for summarizing agreement between two judges across a
number of objects (individuals, things) (Brennan and Prediger 1981; Zwick
1988; Warrens 2010). Compared to the observed proportion of agreement,
the advantage of kappa is its correction for the amount of agreement that
can be expected to occur by chance alone (Cohen 1960; Brennan and Predi-
ger 1981; Kraemer, Periyakoil and Noda 2004). Cohen’s kappa has been
primarily used as a measure of agreement or reliability (Hubert 1977; Krae-
mer 1979; Brennan and Prediger 1981; Zwick 1988; Byrt, Bishop and Car-
lin 1993; Vach 2005), but has also been proposed as a measure of valid-
ity (Wackerly and Robinson 1983; Thompson and Walter 1988). Bakeman,
Quera, McArthur and Robinson (1997) pointed out that there is no one value
of kappa that can be regarded as universally acceptable. The popularity of
kappa has led to the development of many extensions (Nelson and Pepe
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2000, p. 479; Kraemer et al. 2004), including, multi-rater kappas (Conger
1980; Lipsitz, Laird and Brennan 1994; De Mast 2007), weighted kappas
(cf. Kraemer et al. 2004) and a fuzzy kappa (Dou, Ren, Wu, Ruan, Chen,
Bloyet and Constans 2007).
Several authors have identified difficulties with kappa’s interpretation
(Brennan and Prediger 1981; Thompson and Walter 1988; Feinstein and
Cicchetti 1990; Guggenmoos-Holzmann 1996; Lantz and Nebenzahl 1996;
Nelson and Pepe 2000; Vach 2005; Gwet 2008). Because kappa takes the
probabilities with which judges use rating categories into account, the statis-
tic is known to be marginal dependent or prevalence dependent (Thompson
and Walter 1988; Goodman 1991; Vach 2005; Von Eye and Von Eye 2008).
A paradox associated with Cohen’s kappa is that, for a fixed value of the
proportion of observed agreement, tables with marginal asymmetry produce
higher values of kappa than tables with homogeneous marginals. Judges
that produce similar marginals are thus penalized compared to judges with
different marginals. Because in a typical study of agreement (reliability)
there is no criterion for the correctness of an assignment, and because there
is no restriction on the distribution of the judgments over the categories for
either judge (Cohen 1960; Kraemer 1979; Brennan and Prediger 1981, p.
692), one expects that judges that produce similar marginals obtain a higher
agreement rate. The paradox was first observed in Brennan and Prediger
(1981, p. 692), and is discussed in Zwick (1988, p. 377), Feinstein and
Cicchetti (1990), Byrt et al. (1993, p. 424), Lantz and Nebenzahl (1996),
Nelson and Pepe (2000) and Vach (2005, p. 656). The phenomenon was
first called a paradox in Feinstein and Cicchetti (1990).
The paradox associated with kappa has been illustrated by several of
the above authors with examples of agreement tables. This paper presents a
formal proof of the paradox. The paradox has been primarily discussed for
the 2 × 2 case (Feinstein and Cicchetti 1990; Cicchetti and Feinstein 1990;
Lantz and Nebenzahl 1996). However, the Kappa Paradox Theorem pre-
sented in this paper formalizes the paradox for n× n agreement tables. It is
proved that, for fixed observed agreement, an agreement table with balanced
(uniform) marginals produces a higher value of kappa then the table with
symmetric marginals. This phenomenon has been illustrated in Bakeman et
al. (1997) and Von Eye and Von Eye (2008). Furthermore, it is proved that a
table with asymmetric marginals produces a higher value of kappa then the
table with balanced marginals. Thus, the notion that the value of Cohen’s
kappa is highest for balanced marginal distributions, is incorrect. Moreover,
for fixed observed agreement, judges that produce similar marginals are pe-
nalized compared to judges with different marginals.
quence of the definition of kappa and its aim to adjust the observed (raw)
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Vach (2005, p. 659) points out that the paradox is a direct conse-
agreement with respect to the expected amount of agreement under chance
conditions. It is the aim of the kappa statistic to judge the same proportion
of observed agreement differently in the light of the marginal distributions,
which determine the expected amount of chance agreement. That this may
lead to difficulties with kappa’s interpretation is perhaps not a serious draw-
back of the measure (Vach 2005).
The paper is organized as follows. The Rearrangement Inequality,
which is used in the proof of the Kappa Paradox Theorem, is discussed in
the next section. The Kappa Paradox Theorem is then presented in Section
3. For the results in this paper it suffices to introduce kappa as a descriptive
measure for summarizing agreement beyond chance. Alternatively, Krae-
mer (1979), Kraemer et al. (2004) and De Mast (2007) discuss kappa as a
sample estimate of a parameter of a population (in the context of a statistical
inference procedure). A second application of the Rearrangement Inequality
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 contains a discussion.
2. The Rearrangement Inequality
For the definition of marginal symmetry and asymmetry of an agree-
ment table in Section 3, we need the following definition for two tuples of
the same length.
Definition. Two n-tuples (a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) are said to be
• similarly arranged if there exists a permutation (σ1, ..., σn) of 1, ..., n
such that the permuted tuples (aσ1 , ..., aσn) and (bσ1 , ..., bσn) are both
increasing, that is, aσ1 ≤ ... ≤ aσn and bσ1 ≤ ... ≤ bσn .
• oppositely arranged if there exists a permutation (σ1, ..., σn) of 1, ..., n
such that of the permuted tuples (aσ1 , ..., aσn) and (bσ1 , ..., bσn) one is
increasing and the other is decreasing, for example, aσ1 ≤ ... ≤ aσn
and bσ1 ≥ ... ≥ bσn .
The following result called the Rearrangement Inequality can be found in,
for example, Hardy, Littlewood and Po´lya (1988, p. 261).
Rearrangement Inequality. Let (a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) be two n-
tuples of real numbers and (x1, ..., xn) a permutation of (b1, ..., bn). If
(a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) are similarly arranged, then
n∑
i=1
aibi ≥
n∑
i=1
aixi. (1)
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If (a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) are oppositely arranged, then
n∑
i=1
aibi ≤
n∑
i=1
aixi. (2)
An application of the Rearrangement Inequality is presented in Section 4.
The Rearrangement Inequality is also used in the proof of Theorem 1. We
need Theorem 1 in the proof of the Kappa Paradox Theorem considered in
Section 3.
Theorem 1. Let (a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) be two n-tuples of real num-
bers that satisfy
n∑
i=1
ai =
n∑
i=1
bi = 1, (3)
and let (x1, ..., xn) be a permutation of (b1, ..., bn). If (a1, ..., an) and
(b1, ..., bn) are similarly arranged, then
n∑
i=1
aibi ≥ 1
n
. (4)
If (a1, ..., an) and (b1, ..., bn) are oppositely arranged, then
n∑
i=1
aibi ≤ 1
n
. (5)
Proof: We first consider the proof of (4). Consider the n variants of (1)
such that each product aibj for i, j = 1, ..., n on the right-hand side occurs
exactly once. Adding these n variants and dividing the result by n, we obtain
n∑
i=1
aibi ≥ 1
n
(
n∑
i=1
ai
)(
n∑
i=1
bi
)
. (6)
Inequality (4) then follows from using (3) in (6). Inequality (5) follows from
considering n variants of inequality (2).

3. The Kappa Paradox Theorem
Suppose two judges classify each of m (m > 0) objects into one of
n × n
agreement table P with entries pij , where pij is the proportion of objects
placed in category i by the first judge and in category j by the second judge.
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n (n ≥ 2) categories. The classifications can be displayed in an
The observed (raw) and expected proportions of agreement are given by,
respectively,
po =
n∑
i=1
pii and pe =
n∑
i=1
pi+p+i,
where
pi+ =
n∑
j=1
pij and p+j =
n∑
i=1
pij ,
are the marginal probabilities of P. Suppose the data are a product of chance
concerning two different frequency distributions, one for each nominal vari-
able (judge). Quantity pe is the value of po under statistical independence. pe
can be obtained by considering all permutations of the observations of one
of the nominal variables, while preserving the order of the observations of
the other variable. For each permutation the value of po can be determined.
The arithmetic mean of these values is
∑n
i=1 pi+p+i.
As a measure for nominal agreement, Cohen (1960) proposed the
kappa coefficient:
κ =
po − pe
1− pe .
The Kappa Paradox Theorem below is concerned with symmetric and asym-
metric marginal probabilities. The following definition concerns the marginals
of P. The definition of strong marginal symmetry is merely presented to dis-
tinguish strong and weak marginal symmetry.
Definition. Consider the marginals (p1+, ..., pn+) and (p+1, ..., p+n) of P.
Table P is
• strongly marginal symmetric if pi+ = p+i for all i.
• weakly marginal symmetric if (p1+, ..., pn+) and (p+1, ..., p+n) are
similarly arranged.
• marginal asymmetric if (p1+, ..., pn+) and (p+1, ..., p+n) are oppo-
sitely arranged.
Marginals (p1+, ..., pn+) and (p+1, ..., p+n) are balanced if pi+ = 1/n, re-
spectively p+i = 1/n, for all i.
Next, we present the Kappa Paradox Theorem for n× n tables. Note that
the three agreement tables P1, P2 and P3 in the Kappa Paradox Theorem can
have completely different marginal distributions.
Let P1, P2 and P3 be three agreement tables
with the same proportion of observed agreement po, and let κ1, κ2 and κ3,
denote the values of kappa of the three tables. Furthermore,
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Kappa Paradox Theorem.
• let P1 be weakly marginal symmetric.
• let either the row or column marginals (or both) of P2 be balanced.
• let P3 be marginal asymmetric.
Then κ1 ≤ κ2 ≤ κ3.
Proof: Since kappa is a decreasing function of pe (Byrt et al. 1993, p. 429;
Warrens, 2008a, p. 496), it must be shown that the pe of κ1 is never smaller
than the pe of κ2, which in turn must never be smaller than the pe of κ3. If
the row marginals are balanced, we have
n∑
i=1
p+i
n
=
1
n
, because
n∑
i=1
p+i = 1.
The same property holds for balanced column marginals. By Theorem
1, pe ≥ 1/n if the agreement table is weakly marginal symmetric, and
pe ≤ 1/n if the agreement table is marginal asymmetric. This completes
the proof.

An illustration of the Kappa Paradox Theorem is presented in Table 1.
Table 1 contains three hypothetical 4 × 4 agreement tables with categories
A, B, C and D. In case 1, the table is weakly marginal symmetric. In case 2,
both the row and column marginals of the table are balanced. In case 3, the
table is marginal asymmetric. In all three cases the proportion of observed
agreement po = .65. Furthermore, the three agreement tables in Table 1
have completely different marginal distributions.
The table with balanced marginals produces a higher value of kappa
then the table with symmetric marginals. Furthermore, the table with asym-
metric marginals produces a higher value of kappa then the table with bal-
anced marginals. For fixed observed agreement, judges that produce similar
marginals are thus penalized compared to judges with different marginals.
4. Another Theorem
In the Kappa Paradox Theorem, the three agreement tables P1, P2
and P3 may have completely different marginal distributions. Using the Re-
arrangement Inequality, we may derive an additional result for tables that
have the same marginals (p1+, ..., pn+) and (p+1, ..., p+n), but that differ in
how the marginals are arranged over the categories. For a fixed value of the
(p1+, ..., pn+) and
(p+1, ..., p+n), the lowest (highest) value of kappa is obtained if (p1+, ..., pn+)
and (p+1, ..., p+n) are similarly (oppositely) arranged.
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proportion of observed agreement and given marginals
Table 1: Values of kappa for three hypothetical cases. In all three cases the pro-
portion of observed agreement po = .65, but the row and column marginals are
different.
Judge 2
Judge 1 A B C D Total
Case 1: A .30 .15 .05 .50
Weak marginal B .05 .20 .25
symmetry C .05 .10 .15
D .05 .05 .10
κ = .47
Total .45 .35 .15 .05 1.00
Case 2: A .20 .05 .25
Balanced B .05 .15 .05 .25
marginals C .20 .05 .25
D .10 .05 .10 .25
κ = .53
Total .25 .25 .25 .25 1.00
Case 3: A .10 .10 .20 .40
Marginal B .25 .05 .30
asymmetry C .20 .20
D .10 .10
κ = .56
Total .10 .25 .30 .35 1.00
Theorem 2 is a straightforward application of the Rearrangement In-
equality. The result follows from using similar arguments as in the proof of
the Kappa Paradox Theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider several agreement tables that have the same pro-
portion of observed agreement and the same marginals (p1+, ..., pn+) and
(p+1, ..., p+n), but that differ in how the marginals are arranged over the
categories. Then
• the table that is weakly marginal symmetric has the lowest value of
kappa.
• the table that is marginal asymmetric has the highest value of kappa.
• the values of kappa for the other tables are between these two values.
three hypothetical 4 × 4 agreement tables with categories A, B, C and D.
In case 1, the table is weakly marginal symmetric. In case 3, the table is
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An illustration of Theorem 2 is presented in Table 2. Table 2 contains
Table 2: Values of kappa for three hypothetical cases. For all three cases the propor-
tion of observed agreement po = .55. The values of the row and column marginals
are the same in all three cases, but the column marginals are distributed differently
over the categories.
Judge 2
Judge 1 A B C D Total
Case 1: A .30 .05 .05 .40
Weak marginal B .05 .15 .10 .30
symmetry C .10 .05 .05 .20
D .05 .05 .10
κ = .34
Total .50 .25 .15 .10 1.00
Case 2: A .10 .20 .10 .40
No symmetry B .25 .05 .30
No asymmetry C .05 .15 .20
D .05 .05 .10
κ = .38
Total .15 .50 .25 .10 1.00
Case 3: A .10 .05 .25 .40
Marginal B .15 .15 .30
asymmetry C .20 .20
D .10 .10
κ = .45
Total .10 .15 .25 .50 1.00
marginal asymmetric. In case 2, the table is neither symmetric nor asym-
metric. In all three cases the proportion of observed agreement po = .55.
The table with asymmetric marginals produces the highest value of kappa,
whereas the table that is weakly marginal symmetric has the lowest value of
kappa.
5. Discussion
This paper presents a formal proof of a paradox associated with Co-
hen’s kappa, namely that, for fixed observed agreement between the judges,
Cohen’s kappa penalizes judges with similar marginals compared to judges
who produce different marginals. Vach (2005) and Von Eye and Von Eye
(2008) emphasize that kappa should not simply be interpreted as a measure
of agreement, but that kappa expresses the degree to which observed agree-
ment exceeds the agreement that was expected by chance. The paradox is
served agreement with respect to the expected amount of agreement under
chance conditions (Vach 2005, p. 659).
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a direct consequence of the definition of kappa and its aim to adjust the ob-
Various authors have proposed agreement measures that posses differ-
ent properties compared to Cohen’s kappa. For 2× 2 tables (Martı´n Andre´s
and Femia-Marzo 2008; Warrens 2008a,c,d,e, 2009), alternatives to kappa
are discussed in Cicchetti and Feinstein (1990) and Lantz and Nebenzahl
(1996). For n×n tables, alternatives to kappa are discussed in Brennan and
Prediger (1981), Aickin (1990), Martı´n Andre´s and Femia Marzo (2004)
and Gwet (2008). Vach (2005) argues to keep using Cohen’s kappa.
It should be noted that the results in this paper are also relevant to the
field of cluster analysis. Warrens (2008b) showed that in the special case
of 2 × 2 tables, Cohen’s (1960) kappa is equivalent to the Hubert-Arabie
(1985) adjusted Rand index. The latter measure is the preferred statistic
for comparing partitions from two different clustering algorithms (Steinley
2004). Warrens (2008a) derives what association coefficients for 2×2 tables
become kappa after correction for chance. Some bounds of the 2× 2 kappa
are presented in Warrens (2008a, 2008e).
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